
 

 

Psychic and author Rachanaa Jain rub 
shoulders with celebs at 2016 Asian 
Awards 
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Last Friday, April 8, author, psychic, healer and coach Rachanaa Jain was turning 
heads at The 2016 Asian Awards, where she shared the red carpet with Celebrities 
such as Son Heung-min (Tottenham Spur Football Player), Adele Emily Sandé 
(Artist and Songwriter), Alex Reid (mixed martial artist, kickboxer, and actor) 
Elizabeth "Lizzie" Cundy (English television presenter, radio presenter, showbiz, 
fashion & beauty) Raminder Ranger CBE and his daughter Reena Ranger 
(Entrepreneur, Winner of the Asian Award) Ritu Sethi (Solicitor and Author) and 
Ranvir Singh (English television presenter and journalist), Jasmin Walia (English 
television personality, singer and actress of Indian origin) Sandip Verma, Baroness 
Verma (Indian English politician), Shay Grewal (BBC London and BBC WM Radio 
Presenter) Paul Sagoo (Founder of the Asian Awards) Zac Goldsmith (British 
Conservative politician and journalist) and many more. 
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Rachanna Jain is the Founder of Devine Messages Ltd and author of debut 
book Awake Your Dreams, Stop Procrastinating! Start Achieving! She specializes in 
reading, healing and teaching people and helps them identify their true potential to 
turn their dreams into reality. What makes her unique is her ability to tap into a 
problem read their past and present and recommend a solution which will create a 
bright future for them. She conducts workshops worldwide. 

The 2016 Asian Awards were born out of a simple vision; to create an event which 
would honor only the very highest levels of achievements from within the worldwide 
Asian community. A pioneering, unique and prestigious event, The Asian Awards is 
the only event that pays tribute to Asian success across all walks of life, emphasizing 
inspiring achievements and highlighting inspirational role models in the field of 
business, sports, entertainment, philanthropy, arts and culture. 

For more information on Rachanna Jain, visit her website here. 

View all photos from the 2016 Asian Awards at their website here. 
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